1982
Foundation of Metsan
Origins of Metsan relies on mould
production. It is the mould technology and
knowledge we have that enables us today a
wide range of products and fast prototype
manufacture. First rule to exist long years in
lighting industry is to dominate the mould.
We began producing mould in a 50m2
workshop in 1982. The turning machine that
we made our first moulds at is now resting in
the factory.
1990
First Export Products
Russia turned into a grand market as a result
of the collapse of the Eastern Bloc. Our
country has become a major industrial
production line with regard to both
geographical proximity and production
capacity. Meanwhile, Metsan carried out the
very first exportation to Russia. By means of
export, Metsan obtained not only a producer
identity, but also an identity of an exporter.
Production aimed at exportation revealed
considerable progress in product range and
quality improvements.
2014
New Investment for Technology Machines
Technological improvements were achieved
with investments for new machinery. The
range of products was broadened and
quality enhanced with the purchase of CNC,
Aluminum and Zamak Injection machinery.
European countries were added to our
export locations; Europe’s major hotels and
shopping plazas were illuminated with
Metsan products.

1987
First Lighting Product
Metsan which has been manufacturing
mouls for leading actors in the sector made
a strategic business decision in 1987 and
took the first step in lighting industry with
initial 12x50 Pluton Series. There was an
increasing demand for halogen spots in
pluton style. Hence entering into the sector
by this group was the most convenient
option. We brought halogen products out
which attained high demand owing to our
broad knowledge and ingenuity. Metsan
succeeded in composing Pluton product
group and consequently gave up
manufacturing mould for the market and
began to exploit the mould room merely to
develop its own products.
2012
Metsan Started for Changing Corporate
Identity
As the brand familiarity ascended,
practices began to redesign the corporate
identity. It was a turning point for Metsan
on the way to branding. Investing in the
brand enhances the quality perception
among the other players and builds mutual
trust. Today, Metsan proceeds rapidly with
its 170 emloyees on a 15000 m2 closed
space by a product range over 3500
exported to 30 countries.

2018
Modernized LED Products and Sales
Strategy
We have added new 5000 m2 place to our
existing factory. We have been growing up
with our values and passions. If you have
been looking for professional lightning
center, then welcome to our team.

